In the following pages I shall attempt to address the special conception of "exile" in the work of Vera Linhartova, a conception which already appears in her early texts of the 1960s, long before her departure to France in 1968, and continues in her most recent work from the late 1980s, where various aspects of the theme are forged by the author with the same particular intensity as before.
Exile as strange otherness but at the same time as the main condition of human existence is not only a topic but also an attitude of the writer in all her texts -independently of her actual exile in Paris. "Exile" in its implication of transgression of borders, especially those of the language, forms in her work not only a positive and fundamental condition of writing but must even be seen as a creative poetics -in her mother tongue (Czech) as well as in her adopted new language (French). Exile comprises, as Vera Linhartova expresses it in an essay, a point of departure to the elsewhere, unknown, open to all possibilities.2 This poetics, subsequently emerging also on different layers of text and language, will, as we shall see, also have consequences for the "semantic activity"3 of her texts.
In an interesting study about the prose of Vera Linhartova the Czech critic and aesthetician Kvetoslav Chvatfk writes in 1986 that the author's triptych Portraits camivores4 (containing three stories: La Vieille de la Montagne, Maitre Sagiro, Une barbare captive) marks the beginning of a new period in her writing, focussed especially on the experience of exile. He claims that her writing in Portraits carnivores:
Je zku §enostf existence ve sv6t6, ktera je cloveku cizf a vuci nem Ihostejng, je kratce zkušeností exilu v nejobecnêjším slova smyslu ... nalehavjrm svedectvfm o jedne ze zakladnich poloh existence ctoveka ve vyhnanstvf, o situaci maximalnf lidsk6 izolace a neufcasti.5
[derives from] the experience of existence in a world which is alien to man and indifferent towards him, it is, in short, the experience of exile in the widest sense of the word ... bearing insistent witness to one of the basic modes of existence of a person in exile, a situation of maximum human isolation and non-participation.6
Chvatik is referring specifically to the following passage from the third text, Une barbare captive, spoken by the woman of the title in an inner monologue to her teacher or mentor: "C'est cela, I'exil: cette immense toile de fond de I'indifference qui sous-tend toute mon existence bdulevergk en meme temps qu'inchangee". (Une barbare captive, p. 59) . In a later postscript to Portraits carnivores Linhartova writes (1988) in response to Chvatik, observing:
Tout recemment, un critique litt6raire crut reconnaitre dans les portraits carnivores un ouvrage qui relate I'experience de 1'exii. ]Lo!e_uj pars entierement tort. Mais il convient de preciser que ce 'critique lui-
